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EASTERN WASHINGTON COLLEGE
VOLUME 11

CHENEY, WASHINGTON

S\Veetheart Dance To
Be Gala Event, Frosh
S\Veetheart To Be Chosen

Band Tour

Schedul·e,d
The Concert Band of EWC
will begin its annual tout with
a concert Sunday evening. Feb.
12, in Showalter auditorium.
The band, under the direction
of William Maxson, will present a variety of selections c0verin,g the full range of musical
sound.
.
Among the numbers to be
presented will be the Chester
Overture by William Schuman,
a recently commissioned work.
Schuman uses the stirring
hymn, "Chester" as the basic
theme and expands it with
modern rhythms and vari"ed instrumentation.
Marvin Mutchnik, Eastern's
orchestra leader and an excellent musician, will be featured
2s violin soloist in the, Symphonie Espagnole by Lalo.
Another selection, Passion in
Paint by Henri Rene, combines two esthetic forms, music
and art, as it presents impressions in sound of three noted
art works. The paintings put
to music are At the Moulin
RQuge, by Toulouse-Lautrec,
Persistence of Memory, by
Dali, and L'Absinthe, by Degas.
This per£ormance will begin
an extens,ve three day tour of
Washington by the band,
which includes concerts at several high schools and a television appearance, to be seen on
KHQ this Saturday at 6:32
p.

m.
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What_Is A Play? The
Bare·_Stag~,. ~,end.i~g
Of Personalities?·
by "Tarz" Williams

What is a play? Well, a play is a play, but it is more than
February 28 is the deadline that. It is really more than just a play. It begins and ends with
for all senior pictures for the the. people involved in its creation and execution.
1961 Kinnikinick. Studio shots,
A play is the words and the
on glossy prints, or the picheart
of the author, the sweat ture than they know themtures taken . recently on camof the directors and the work selves.
pus may bEJ used.
A play is the cast. It is the
If you are using your own of the stage hands. It is the rapport that the members of
picture, place it in an enve- endless hours of the costumer, cast have among· themselves.
lope with your nam·e, major fitting and refitting the actors; There can be no feelings of
and minors written on the of the prop people, collecting jealousies, no cilques of specback, and leave it in the box, and 0rganizing their materials; ial privilege, no inabilities to
just inside the annual office of the make-up department, take directions or receive addoor. (SUB 204). If you wish to studying and experimenting vice in the creation of a charuse the picture taken here at with shades and colors that acter's specific-activity within
EWC, leave a note to that ef- will be necessary to age or the play itself.
fect in the box with your name, change the actors' facial featThe cast, that is the actor,
ures into the new personalities must
major and minors on it.
subvert his own personIf you haven't had your pic- that the author has conceived, ality into that of the person
ture taken yet, Lockwood Stu- and that the director will bring that he is playing, and his acdio will be on campus Febru- to life. Yes, a play is all of tions on the set must be in ac- ·
ary 8-9 for those seniors in- these things, but it is again cord with the other members'
terested. Price for the sitting more than that.
actions or he becomes a detriand glossy print is $3.75, payDream? Fable?
ment to the group and, in the
able at the sitting. Girls must
end,
defeats the purpose of the
What is a play? Well, a play
hqve a drape and boys dark is a play! No, a play is a bare group functioning in a creative
suits and a tie.
stage, an idea, a dream, a manner.
Des Islets Studio, in Spo- fable. It is an artistic blending
So, what is a play? It is many
kane, has a good offer for of personalities and talents in- things. A play is what you want
those seniors who wish to get to a composite whole, and the it to be. But essentially, a play
their pictures in Spokane.
that emerges and moves begins and ends with the peoCaps and gowns may be figure
ple involved in its creation and
as a production is the play.
checked out through the bookexecution. A play is the people
A play does not just happen. who wrote it, the person who
store for pictures if desired.
It takes someone to organize directed it, and last of all it is
and to direct its court of ac- the memory of the people who
Eichmann Case
tion. It is, the job of the direc- saw it performed.
tor to visualize the play in its
Topic of IR:C Con
entirety. He must sweat the
Today Internatioeal Rela- hours before the play is cast,
tions Club will present Mr. Ja- wondering if it is the "right" Whitfield Up For
cob Nash, Consul from Israel, play, and wondering if he will Top WEA Office
at 10 a. m. He will address be able to find the, people to
Dr. Raymond P. Whitfield,
the student body in the Vash- fill the roles. To him falls the
director
of graduate study at
unwelcome
and
often
laboron Room, and will speak on
Eastern,
is a candidate for
ious
job
of
listening
to
the
the Eichmann case. At 11 a. m.,
president
of the Washington
"readings"
for
the
parts
in
the
there will be a general discusEducation
association.
play.
It
is
his
task
to
select
and
sion period.
He
was
nominated by the
Later, at noon, Mr. Naih will to turn away. Often it is hard·
EWC
chapter
of the 26,000-·
address the International Or- to say no, but with the job
member organization of school
ganization class in S. H. 117. comes the responsibility.
His topic will be Israel and the
The director must have pa- teachers and administrators.
The election is scheduled
United Nations. At this time, tience and wisdom .. He should
Mr. Nash will discuss the Israe- be prepared to become "Fath- April 21-22 at a WEA represenli and Arab problems among er confessor" to the people he tative assembly in Yakima.
Dr. Whitfield, who joined
others. Mr. Nash has a varied selects for his cast. because inthe
EWC faculty in 1949, has
and interesting background, variably, through his bendin~
been
head of the iraduate
and should be an extremely in- them and shapin_g them into
study
division since 1953. He
teresting authority on the the characters that they will
problems of Israel. All stu- become in the play, he will holds the rank of professor of
dents are urged .to attend.
learn more of their true na- education.

"It's going to be the biggest and best one ever," says Jo Christensen about this Saturday's (Februray 11) Swe·e thear Dance. As
social chairman of the Freshman Class, Miss Christensen is quite
delighted with the way tmngs are going towards preparation for
one of the most gala events of the year.
Each living group sponsors a · - - - - - candidate for the coveted title in Sponsors and is yet undecid-Freshman Sweetheart. This ed as to a major.
year's contest is presently unThe LA candidate, Sandy
derway with seven of the most Blessing of Spokane, is a zoeye-ple-asing and charming ology major and looks for her
girls available in the running. future in dentistry.
.
Candidates
Kimi Inui from Kobe, Japan,
Candidate·s this year are: Jo- is sponsored by Senior Hall.
anne Blocklinger and Sharon Kimi first decided to come to
Weybright, both of Walla Wal- EWC because of Miss Clara
la, are representing Garry and ·Kessler, who stayed with
Hudson Halls, respectively. Jo- Kimi's family in Kobe on a
anne is majoring in elemen- recents visit there. Bobbi Artary education and is active in mitage, the commuters' candiSponsor Corps. Sharon is als_o date, hails from Bremerton,
Washington, and is known
widely on campus for her appearances with the _girls' quarCivil Service Jobs
tet.
·Give Credit For.
Being sponsored by Sutton
Ha11
is Peggy Gossett, from Te.Scholarship
koa, Washington. Peggy is anIt is impottant that students other elementary education
realize the earning value as major also, and she comes
well as the prestige value of from Sp0kane.
The Starlighters of Gonzaga
high scholarship.
Recently em 'loyment repre- University will provide the musentatives called at Eastern's sic for this affair which is decampus to foterview students scribed as "fqrmal .without
interested in junior ·e xecutive tuxedo, with corsage." At $1.75
positions with the federal gov- a couple, this d-a nce should
ernment. Appointments to prove most enjoyable and will
such positions include a train- be one of the high-lights on
ing period at full salary upon this year's social calendar.
completion of the bachelor's
degree.
PHOTO CONTEST
Students who have a grade
Now open to all who wish to
point average of "B" or are enter is the 16th Annual Colin the u.!.)per quarter of their lege Photo Competition, spongraduating class, are given a sored by Kappa Alpha Mu-NaGS 7 rating which pays $5355 tional Press
Photographers
per annum. Those with less Assn., and the Encyclop·e dia
than three point are give a Britannica, with the cooperaGS 5 rating paying_ $4345 per tion of LIFE Magazine.
annum. Hence a "B" average
A week-long, expense-paid
or better is worth $1010 for visit to New York as guest of
the first year on the job. Other LIFE and a set of the Encyclofactors ' being equal, this pay pedia Britannica will be the
differential could be reflected prizes f 0r the winner of the
throughout the employee's ca- Portfolio class. Many other
reer in governm~nt.
awards will also be given. AnThe moral of this story is ob- nouncement of the winners
vious. The facilities and the in- and a display of the winning
sttuction at Eastern are avail- photos will be among the highable on an equal basis to all lights of the KAM convention,
students. Some students take April 6-8 at the University of
advantage of these opportun- Kansas in Lawrence. This exfties. Other students do not, hibit will then tour the counpreferring other opportunities try.
which do not appear to pay
A new category, College
nearly so well. The difference Life, has been added this year,
seems to be worth $1010 the to accomodate the college
first year out of school.
pictures submitted. Other catTrue, there are other im- egories include news, features, ·
portant reasons for going to sports, portraits and/ or percollege; however, there ap- sonalities and picture series
pears to be a high correlation sequence.
between success in making the
Any person enrolled in an
most of these and success in accredited college or universcholarship. The few glaring sity may enter. A set of rules
exceptions would seem to and entry forms may be- obprove that over the long haul tained by writing to Vi Edom,
of one's career, scholarship Exec. Secretary, KAM, 18, Waland evident self discipline are ter Williams Hall, Columbia
still the key factors to consid- Missouri or by contacting
er.
Barry Hill, room 33'5, Sutton
Hall.

SIXTY TUXEDOS
MUSIC DRESS
Eastern's music department
has scored another first with
the announcerpent that formal
dress is being obtained for the
major performing groups. Sixty tuxedos have been ordered
and should arrive in time for
the band concert on February
12.

These tuxedos will be used
by both band and choiT men
and are to be the standard per£orming dress durinl! both the
state tours.

BEACH TO SPEAK
Dr. Leslie R. Beach is to be
guest speaker for Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship tonight
at 7 p. m. ia Vashon-San Juan
Ro0,m of the- SUB. Dr. Beach's
talk will follow IV's current
theme of "The Person of Jesus
C:hrist."
·
Dr. Beach received his M. Ed
degree at Wayne University,
Detroit, and his Pq. D. de2ree
at the University of Michigan.
He is currently professor of
religious education at Whit·worth.

..
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.PubUabed week17 durlna the achool year, except vacations and
hol\daya and period■ lmmedlatel7 precedin,r by the A.uoclated
Stutlenta of Eastern Wuhlnaton C.Olleae of Education, Cheney,
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SPORTS f:OITOR ........................................................ Walt Hartman
CIRCULATION MANAGER ................................ Vik Maykowskyi
BUSINESS MANAGER ................................................ Mel Wasson

State College
Eastern Washington College
of Education will become Eastern Washington State College
if House Bill No. 168, sponsored by Holmes, Kink and Campbell, all Democrats, is approved
by this session of the state
legislature. Eastern's increasing prestige in the academic
world and broader departmental offerings alone justifies
this change. Other factors also
justifying this change are:
Eastern's undergraduate interest areas, the significant trend
i.h degrees awarded, the new
departmental programs and
trhe increased number of faculty members in areas other
than education.
lntere$t Areas

COGITO ERGO

SUM

By Ron Wolfe
Mr. Crawford, your letter appearing on this page has one
outstanding fallacy. This is the sentence containing: " ... lack
of discretion shown by editors and advisors ... " All non-discretion, bias, prejudice, immaturity, ignorance, etc. expressed
in this paper are a result of my incompetence, not the advisor's.
*

*

*

Perhaps the administration or the as~ociat~d students
could investigate the possibility of an improved drainage
system. After every rain or snow the campus takes on the
look of Venice without gondolas.
*

*

*

Garry Hall almost burned down the other day. Almost a shame
it didn't We talk about Russian tenements.
*

*

.

The reading room in the union is a good idea, but why
isn't it open a little more often? Like Sunday afternoon.
*
*
*
Koffee Korners are now using the "Great Decisions" kit instead of formal presentations. T~ese kits can be picked up in
the student center. Next Korner is February 13.
*
*
*
Congratulations go t6 Louise Anderson Hall for winning the
scholastic trophy. Maybe study table does have a few points.
By the way, girls, you ~lso bought the most cigarettes last
quarter, or so reported our AS treasurer, Dick Burger.
Martin Hall gym is not available for student use. Why not?
*
*
"'
Those filed for associated student offices are: president, Garth
Wheeler, Vince Aguirre and Chris Christensen; executive vice
president: Jerry Stanley and Dave Smith; activities vice presidnt: Marvin Morasch, Roberta Beck and Bob Bruya; secretary:
Dixie Carter and Cindy Gibson; treasurer; Tom Aris and David
Lewis.

*

Except for two of the offices there is little point in having
primaries. Perhaps a system other than that being used
now is necessary in selecting candidates.
*
*
*
A Campaign, Rally will be today at 10 a. m. Meet in front of
the union with garbage can lids etc., and support your candidates.
·
The A and R Committee will sponsor a "watch nite" the evenings of the primary and the general elections. Entertainment
will be provided and five cent cokes and coffees are hoped for.
"'

*

*

Monday February 13 will be, meet your candidate nite,"
in the Bali lounge. Campaign managers and candidates will
speak and answer questions.
11

-Sounding Board
Dear Editor:
It is bad enough when the
readers of the Easterner must
be continually subjected to
News ' Editor Ed Stollery's
"Spotlight World" type of
thing, which is markedly rem·
jniscent of a dyspeptic Winchell. But when such a sob-sister piece of wrting as "Beauty"
is allowed in print, the time
has come for a public revolt.
Perhaps I must here soften
the blow by saying that Stollery had a point in what he
said, but it is the way that he
said it that is on trial here.
It has been long -apparent

gO

rI
•

Man~ seasons
before 'JOUr birth,

little people, we

.f'ought and won a
great war With the

A~minab\e Snowmen

that Stollery should have been
taken by the arm and led to a
classroom where they teach the
basic fundamentals of writing.
But with the appearance of
"Beauty," in the last issue of
the paper, we are made aware
that the above mentioned steps
should be taken immediately.
Perhaps Stollery will hate
me from this point on. Perhaps he will not even allow this
letter tq be printed, (he is news
Editor) but then again, his lack
of writing ability is not news
and cannot be considered in
his department.
If he does allow this letter

Better than 50 percent of
the freshmen and sophomore
students indicate interests in
areas other than education.
Many of these students transfer to other schools merely to
have "state college" on their
diplomas, even though Eastern
offers the training they want.
The proposed name change
would keep many of these students at Eastern, who, after
graduation could add to our
prestige as alumni.
Degrees
In recent year's the number
of B. A.'s against B. A. Ed. has
in proportion substantially increased. Take, for example,
1956. In that year 33 B. A.'s
were granted and 184 B. A. Ed.
The proportion relationship is
17 percent. In 1960 Eastern
gradauted 80 B. A. 's and 248
B. A. Ed. The pro1>ortion relationship here has jumped. to 31
percent. In other words the
number of B. A.'s awarded in
1960 has nearly doubled in
proportion to B. A. Ed. in 1956.
· Faculty
In the faculty this trend
away from a school of education is also significant. In 195556 there were 10 instructors in
education, and only six in languages and literature. But in
1958-59 this had changed to
23 in languages and literature
but had increased to only 14
in education.
New Programs
In many of the departments
and divisions vigorous new
programs have been initiated.
The departments of journalism
and psych,, and the divsion of
music to name a few.
These and many other f actors justify the name change
now proposed. Eastern can
with its present curriculum'
offer degrees in many area~
other than education and this
scope promises to increase
even more in the future. Thus,
myself and many others feel
that we have substantial reasons for desiring a name
change.
R. W.
to be printed, I am sure his
per_sonal stock will go up,
while at the same time, his interested readers will remain
few unless he does something
about it, like developing some
rudimentary style of writing
that is fit at least for a gradeschool mimeographed weekly.
This letter of course is a perfect example of how not to win
friends and influence people.
But I I might remind the news
editor that on the head of the
paper, just below a wide-winged eagle, is a quote: "That you
shall know the truth and the
...The 5nowmeh's

leader was to
descend trom the

...The terms o.P
peace ~tipulated
that once e1;1Ch
winter, about
this time ...

·

mountalng bearing

gifts .Por our
~oung ... Ah ...

(

© 1960

:.,-

,.~1i.Jwtrut~J- -

....

~

SO YOU GOT
·TROUBLES?

Education

We complain about discrimBy Janis Alksnis
ination . . . among raGes,
Mid•quarter is here again among friends, in clubs and in · ,
with all its familiar symptoms society.
- pale faces, heavy eyelids and
But according to the United
sagging shoulders.
States Supreme Court, we canBut who is to blame for all not have any discrimination
these miseries? Let us, for a among school boards as to the
moment, look at the two oppos- pupi1s they will have within
ing forces: the typical student, their schools.
and the typical professor.
Does this mean that there is
Student: young, devil-may- no discrimination within the
care, good looking, casual dres- schools? · No. In fact, one of
ser, lots of horse sense, brain the biggest acts of discriminanot clouded with facts, clever tion exists today, all over
to the point of being witty, America. People maintain that
happy ., .. until exams.
· no private school, regardless
Professor: ageless, stern but of the reasons of its founders,
fair, distinctive looking, •ex- can ever (or should ever) qualtremely casual dresser, brain- ify for federal aid to educacloud·e d with facts, witty to the tion.
point of being sadistic, happy
I shan't argue on the consti. . . during exams.
tutionality of Federal Aid to
So if you tube a course or Education. One or two peoJ?le
two or three, it' may be:
in our nation's capital, how1. That your exam landever, do feel that any aid in
ed at the bottom of the stairs this area is unconstitutional.
Read this month's Reader's Di2. That the prof has gest.
made up a new final for the
But I shall argue on excludfirst time since 1929 . . .
ing the much needed private
3. That report won't schools from. the aid program.
make the weight limit. ..
Over 11 percent of our
4. That the textbook you youngsters (elem·e ntary and
misplaced in September is secondary) go to Catholic
really lost . . .
schools. · Better than 9 percent
Sharks . . .
of the youngsters in this same
5. That you have been age group go to other private
attending class in the right schools-£or religious or other
room, wrong building, which reasons. Some of those reasons
explains why you didn't cut include getting a better educaup sharks in English lit . . .
tion.
6. That Miss Jones on
Then, in certain portions of
the front row is getting an "A" the South, some private schools
- and the prof has picked you to were opened to accommodate
round out the curve . . .
the white children-to further
7. That 'your prof mis- the cause of segregation. 'fhese
placed your white card· and students were not counted, by
you are not officially enrolled the way, in my other figures.
in the course ·. . .
We have, therefore, over
8. That the "brain" next
one-fifth
of our nation's youngto you is taking a different
sters, of educable age, in priexam ...
vate institutions of leaming.
$$$ .•• Maybe
9. That those were your Can you. imagine the chaos
books your roommate sold for that would result if these private schools should close?
cash. . ..
I say, let's grant federal aid
10. That prof recognized your voice on the phone at to all schools-based upon
only two items: that they teach
3 a. m . . . .
11. That the pill you respect to the federal governtook was a sle·e ping tablet and ment and adhere to the Fedyou still have 13 chapters to eral government's regulations
read .. :
on education.
1

very serious problem of our
truth shall make you free."
I hope, Mister Stollery, that times.
Do not misund·e rstand my
this letter might shock you into
doing something about your . position on this issue: I do not
writing style, and set you free deny civil or morai right to
from sarcastic comments that any person, and such incidents
are passed around the Union as that taking place on the unby what few readers you have. iversity cam-pus in Athens,
(Signed)
Georgia, are a disgrace to
America.
However, this type of
Lloyd F. Humphrey
approach adds no dignity to
any situation, and solves nothing:
Dear Editors:
This article was written with
On the editorial page of the the largest collection of inept
January 25, 1961 edition of 1 phrases as I have ever seen in
The Easterner, I was disap- one essay. "Heros of the
pointed to witness the lack of Week" is hardly the title to
discretion shown by the edi- bestow upon victims of persetors and advisors of our school cution; "bright tomorrows" .are
paper in allowing such tripe as not granted "especially beMr. Stollery's "Beauty" editor- cause you are Negroes." ·
ial to be printed. Is this an ex•
Our college is endeavoring
ample of your low opinion of to raise its standards, along
the mentalities of the students with those of other colleges
on Eastern's campus?
the nation. May the stuThis article was not based across
dents
of
Eastern hope that our
on principle ; it was purely a paper will
product of emotion. Until I standards. reflect these rising
had r ead t he · last few lines of
Sincerely yours,
the article, I thought I was
W. Patrick Crawford
reading an excerpt from the
latest edition of "Love and To The Editor:
Trash" magazine. The issue
One hundred sevef\ty-six
was, indeed, "Beauty." It was miles
per hour is fast but it
not a rational approach to a does not
qualify ~im Hordemann as the "fastest man on
the campus." There are five
... 1-lere
others who have more than
he
doubled that speed .
comes
Attending Eastern this quarnow•.,
ter are two jet pilots and three
radar intercepter officers from
the Washington air national
guard at Geiger field. All five
have traveled in excess of 400
miles ·per hour in•the F-89 allweather interceptor, a twoman plane.
Al
Stipe,
now student
teaching at Cheney high
(continued ori page 5)
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by Marihm Fletcher

Well, it looks as though the
winter has passed on once
again. Last week's snow fall
provided plenty of excitement
for the snowball enthusiasts,
however.

by Sharron Williams

"'

Wednesday, February 8 .

Was that Jack Thompson trying to make coffee again last
Thursday-when all the smoke
was pouring out of Garry Hall?

10:10 a. m.-Speaker: Mrs.
Jacob Nash, "Consul of Israel," Vashon.
12 noon-Movie: "Western
Europe," Capri.
6 p. m.-Freshman Class officers, Tahiti
6 p. m.-SPURS. Vashon.
6 p. m.-IK, Capri.
.
7 p. m.-IVCF, Vashon and
San Juan.
7 p. m.-SPURS Freshman
Tea, Bali.

•

•

•

*

"'

*

Happy 21st birthday to Mary
Lieberman (as of last Sunday).
. The groundhog saw his
shadow last ,T hursday. Don't
put your sleds away yet;
there's still six more weeks of
winter.

*

Thursday, February 9

All day---ASB Primary election, Union.
9 a. m.-3 p. m.-Senior Photos, San Juan.
,
10 a. m.-Vets Club, Capri.
10:10 a. m.-Con: Dr.. Ralph
McLanathaan, "Looking at
Modern Art," Show. Aud.
12:10 p. m.-Psychology
Club, Martin Hall.
6 p. m.-Carnival Booth
Chairmen, Capri.
6 p. m.-USCF Lecture and
Discussion Series, Tahiti.
6 p. m.-Sitzmark Ski Club
Vashon.
'
.
6 :30 P . m.- ASB Counc11,
Cove.

The EASTERNER

I

Friday, February 10

10. a. m.-Sociology Club,
Capri.
12 noon-Travel Film: "Two
Weeks in France," Capri.
3-5 p. m.-Graduate Study
Club, San Juan.
·
7 p. m.- Double M: "Arsenic and Old Lace." Bali lounge.
7:30 p. m.-Gymnastic Meet
Fieldhouse.
·

How was the mixed party
on the third floor of Senior
Hall? Hey, boys, the party
wasn't in L. A.; you got in ·
the wrong dorm.

"'
"'
*
There seems to b.e a misconception that square dances are
only for squares. Last Wednesday's A & R square dance
I hope, disproved this theory:
Thanks to Hap for giving the
calls. *
·
*

Paulson Hall regrets not being able to compete for . the
scholastic trophy--our dorm
came through with a 2.87.

JaStf11111

Saturday, February 11

9-11 a. m.-Savage Gym
Club, fieldhouse.
6:30-9 p. m.-Phi Delta Kappa Dinner Mt., Terrace rooms.
9-12
midnight- Freshman
Sweetheart Dance, L. A.
lounge.
Sunday, February 12

3-5 p. m.-Piano Recital:
Students of Esther Pefl~Y.
Music annex.
8:15 p. m.- Concert: EWC
Concert Band, Show. aud.
Monday, February 13
Band Tour

p p. m.- Geography Semi-

nar, Vashon.
3:30 p. m.- Faculty Council
Capri.
·
'
5:15 p. m.- A & R Comm.,
LA small dining room.
5:30 p. m.-Sponsor Corps
Capri.
'
6 p. m.- ASB Finance Com.,
Cove.
6:3'0 p. m.-Savage Gym
Club, Fieldhouse.
7 p. m.- Junior Class San
Juan.
'
Tuesday, February 14
Bank Tour

10:10 a. m.- Koffee Korner
Harbor.
'
12 noon- USCF Commuter
Luncheon, Caprit.
,
6 p. m.- AWS Council, Cove
6 p. m.- LSA, Vashon & San
Juan.
?:30 p . m.-Savagettes, C~pr1.
7 p. m.- Rally Comm., Cove.
7:30 p. m.- Young Demos.,
San Juan.

Prof. Recruits
Taste Teaching
Yale's teacher r ecruitment
experiment was set up three
years ago to help the outstand- ·
ing senior to consider teaching as a career.
The program, known as the
Carnegie Teaching Fellowship
gives the young man a taste of
college teaching.
The Fellow is enrolled in a
few graduate courses, in addition to his teaching. If, after a
year's trial, he decides to go
on with teaching as a career,
he assumes the regular graduate course leading to the Ph.
D. degree. In the year of trial,
he receives $3,750. of which
$2,400 is base pay. The remainder goes for tuition and fees
(IP)

*

The Stompers were well received F-riday night after their
long absence from the campus.
"'
*
*

/(fuse/
By Sharon Williams

I don't know what this column will be called when it
goes to print this week, but
"Fashion Kloset" isn't very appropriate. For those of you
who have read it, you . have
per~aps ,µoticec,i that too many
sub.1_e cts have been included,
and not enough fashions to
me·r it the name.
'
But, if "Fashion Kloset" remains it will be because the
Easterner will not be able to
afford
another
type-set.
(Things are rough all over.)
•
*
*
If the operator of the campus' snow plow is open for
suggestions, I have one to
make. After trying to park in
two of the commuters' p~rking
lots, which were snow covered
last week, I have decided that
the removal of snow in the lots
would be much appreciated.
Since a great majority of
Easter-n's students commute
parking is problem enough
without finding the lots clogged with snow.
"'

*

*

I have never seen such a
variety of footwear as appeared on campus last week following the snow and its quick
departure. Many times I
thought that hip boots would
be a. practic~l investment. In
several places the H2O was
flowing as a river floods over
its banks.

'Pastor To

Speak
On Church Unity

Dean Holt, Episcopal Campus Pastor of WSU, is the
gueh speaker tomorrow night
at the tJSCF Freedom and Responsibility Series. He is speaking on "The Nature of the Unity that We Seek."
One Church or many? Have
we a scandal on our hands?
Why don't the Churches just
get together ? These and other
relevant questions will be discussed.
Sunday evening, a fellowship night will be held at the
Christian Church in Cheney.
I

Manhattan Island gets its
name from the Manhattan
tribe of Algonquin Indians.

Koffee
Korner
The topic of the January 31,
Koffee Korner was Laos, with
Professor J. W. Bonsor very
aptly giving it the title of
"What Price Laos?" After a
brief talk by Paul Hooper on
the various personalities involved in the present Laotian
problem, Dr. Bonsor spoke on
the problems facing Laos and
the world particularly the U. S.
The United States is presently giving 30 to 35 million dollars a year in aid to Laos. Over
the past years, this has reached a total of over 3'00 million
dollars. The U. S. has also underwritten , the entire cost of
the Laotian army.
Of the foreign aid given to
Laos, very little has reached
the man in the street-the politicians have used most of it to
make and increase their personal fortunes. It seems ·that
most of the foreign aid has
been wasted.
Bonsor stated that the U. S.
is being pulled in two directions. Two of its major allies,
France and England wish Laos
to have a neutral government,
fe·e ling that a neutral government would satisfy both China
and Russia. Both France -and
England have selfish motives
for this-Laos could be the
start of another war, and if
there is to be a war they want
the U. S. free, to defend
Europe. They don't want the
U. S. involved in other areas.
On the other hand there is
Thailand, also an ally of the
U. S. Thailand borders Laos,
and prefers a pro-western Laos
as they do not want a communist dominated neighbor. Thailand feels, as does the U. S.,
that a neutral Laos would not
be able to withstand communist pressure. The U. S. is
the refore pulled between two
poles- Thailand on one end,
France and England on the
other.
.
A coalition government has
been suggested as the means
to ·e nd the conflict in Laos.
However, history has proved
that coalition gov€rnments are
not the most stable. In the
present Laotian situation a
stable government is a must.
. This was the last Koffee
Korner to be conducted around
a speaker. Future KK's will be
devoted to group discussions
from information wits that
were passed out to those in attendance at this meeting.

Puffing Profs.
Seek Revenge
On Scarlet Arrow
"Faculty vs. Scarlet Arrow"
time is here, with the 15th annual game slated for tonight at
the field house. Game time is
set at 7:30 p. m.
The f acuity will be out to
avenge a loss from last year.
The present league standing
of this year between the two
teams is Faculty no wins no
losse~. and Scarlet Arrow no
wins no losses. The game tonight will determine the championship.
' The faculty this year is loaded with rough and rugged talent. Spider Pierce and Slugger
Schultz are tepresenting the
social studies department.
Easy Ed Chissus and Cueball
Kirchner will hold up their
end for the PE department.
Bones Booth has started training vigorously to keep the geography department in there.
Gyro Gregory will be swishing
for the ROTC department. The
faculty also has four mystery ·
men who are so good they refuse to be identified for fear
that Red Reese will draft them.
The Scarlet Shooters are
qu~te deficient, this year, in
height, only averaging 5 feet
tall, but as their name implies,
they are scooters.
Come out and watch the
Flashes and the Scooters clash,
and cheer your side to victory.
Tickets will be sold at the
door for 25 cents if you haven't
purchased yours in advance.

Trade
Con1n1ission

1

James Brennan, President
Spokane Chamber of Commerce will perside over the
Federal Trade Commission
Conference Friday, February
10. The morning session will
cover present issues concerning Washington State University's int erest in the Washington Business Economy. Th,e
Philosophy of Federal Trade
Commission Enforcem·e nt, Business and Federal Trade Commission, Save
Advertisin_g
Guides for Business and a discussion period with th·e audi7
ence.

ENROLLMENT
TOPS.2200
A total of 2203 students are
enrolled at Eastern this .quarter, the registrar's office has
announced.
.
This is an increase of 199
students from the number enrolled during wmter quarter.
The sophomore class is · comprised of 440 students. Three
hundred and eight-nine of the
students enrolled are juniors,
and 334 are seniors.
There are 151 graduate students on campm~.
(Last quarter 2335 students ,
were enrolled at EWC. The
largest drop occurred in the
freshman class, where last
quarter we had 1153.)

Eddy's S~~e Shop
Shoe Repairs while you wait
Jacket and Sweater E·lbow Pads
Jacket Zipper Replacements
Across from the telephone office-Cheney

•

4,

---------------------------.....&
'

Large Assortment of
Valen•t ine
II

Supplies and Gifts
5 cents and Up

Ben Franklin Store

20 RO's Promoted
To NCO Rank
Twenty students were promoted to cadet NCO ranks in
the college's ROTC unit.
Col. Erwin G. Nilsson, EWC
ROTC commanding officer,
said the 20 promotions are effective immediately.
Spokane students winning
promotions and their new
ranks include:
Wesley C. Stoft, staff sergeant; Lynn R. Keys, and Arthur J. Parke, both sergeants;
. Lavern M. Austin, David M.
Bennett, Kenneth W. Clawson
Carl F. Grimmer, Fred S. Hee:
ter Jr. , John A. Johnson, and
Ronald J. Tyvan, all corporals·
Douglas M. Fish, and Donald
0. Mathisen, both privates first
class.
Others nam·e d for promotion
are John C. Thompson, staff
sergeant; Edward D. Sullivan,
both corporals; Eugene C.
Adams, Larry G. End, and 0.
Richard Loney, both privates
first class.
C~arles E. Buttcane, and
David M. Manley, both ser•
geants.
Genius is one per cent in•
spiration and ninety-nine per
cent perspiration.- Thomas A.
Edison

· New Releases Are Arriving
Every Day In Our Record Shop
Come in ••. • browse througli our huge displays of current
releases and specialties. Our special stereo reproduction
equipment will give you a true preview of the records you
select. You will also find a complete selection of needles,
racks and other equipment that you will need for the ful:
enioyment of your record collection.
Come in soon. RECORD SHOP, Fourth Floor
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THE OPTIMIST
·Gym ~eam

Hoopsfers ·s plit P.air
Against Whit\Vorth

· Downs WStJ

By Walt Hartman
Things went pretty much as expected last weekend for the
EWC basketball team as it defeated the Whitworth Pirates
on Friday night on its home court and traveled to Country
Homes to suffer their fifth league loss on Saturday.
In other varsity action last weekend, the EWC swimmers were
dumped by a powerful contingent from UPS by· a convincing
71-24 score. The Savage gymnasts came through with top honors over the Washington ·state gym team dnce again by a single
point. For the swim t~am, Grayson Hand picked up the only
first, and Captain Jack Benson paced the gym team to victory,
Next weekend the Savage basketballers travel to the coast
to do battle with the 'University of Puget Sourld Loggers at
Tacoma, and then come back to Ellensburg on Saturclay to meet
Central Washington's Wildcats on Satqrday. In previous meetings this year, the Savages defeated the l..oggers by a single
point in overtime on the Cheney court, and they also -emerged
vit:torious in two previous encounters against Central Washing.
ton.
After this weekend, the Savages play the ,remainder of their
schedule on their heme court. PerHaps the tnost important of
these three contests is the final game of the season against
Central on February 21. The conference selectfons committee
for post-season playeffs Will kick the two top teams frt)th the
west side of the mountains and the same 'rule ft>r the east side.
This means that the Savages must eit})er beat out Whitworth
or Central, and the way tilings look now, it is going to have to
be Central.
Dave Danielson paced the Savages in scoring in both contests
as he dumped through 19 points on Friday and added 20 on
Saturday. Dave, a perennial late starter, has begun to move
like he is capable, and could do a lot to start a late season
drive for the Savages. Big Joe Allen paced the EWC JV's to
victory over the Whitworth JV's on Saturday scoting a phenomenal 41 points and picking up 18 rebounds. Joe scored 3'5 points
in the second half 14 of them coming in an overtim·e period.
.
This victory by the' JV's brought their season record to 12 wins
against only four defeats.
Rumor ha~ it that several EWC basketballers are planning
a night journey to the Whitworth gym weilding sandpaper for
the purpose of removing those "X" marks that were on the court
last Saturday night.

Tlie EWC basketball team split a pair of weekend encounters
The EWC gymnastic team,
agaihst cross-couhty foe Whitworth College, Wi!}ning on Friday sporting their strongest teatn
night by a 59-55 scbre, and dropping one .to the Pirates on Satur- in history of the school, defeated the Washington State Uniday by a decisive 81-64 score.
versity gym team by a sjngle
Eastern built up an early
lead in the Friday night en- ates from Whitwoi;th took point for the second consecucounter as they scored the every advantage from their tive time last Saturday afteropening bucket and were nev- home court, as they easily out- noon at Pullman by a 71 ½er headed uhtil two minutes distanced the Savages in th-e 70¼ score.
Captain Jack Benson, perbefore tlie half. nave Daniel- small Whitworth gym.
haps
the fine~t all-around gymson ·got the first bucket of the
'Whitworth took an early nastic in the N ortliwest on the
game, ahd added Uiree more lead at 9-4, but the Savages
before
intermission. Whit- rallied to go aliead at 12-10. At college scene, once a~ain
worth. on a long jumper by this point Dean McGuire and paced his team to victory as he
Jay Jackson took over the_ lead Dave Morley began to hit for captured two victories and
picked up points in two others.
to 26-25 ~t the buzzer.
the Pirates from 30 to 40 feet Benson placed first in his two
In the second half, the Sav- out, and the Savages began to
ages inspired by a half-time drop behind. The game was all favori~es, the rope climb, and
pep talk, came racing back to even at 29-29, but then Mc- the stlll rings.
However, Benson couldn't do
tlvertake the Pirates 'a hd go out Guire came off the bench once
it
all by himself, as it was the
in front •by a comfortatile 5f- inore .to hit four straight jumpSavage
depth that proved the
41 lead with six minutes re- ers from 30 feet out to give
difference.
Other gymnasts
maining in the game. At this the Whits a comfortable :38-29
who
picked
up
vital points for
point 'Wllitworth tiegan to em- halftime margin.
Eastern are Les Raschko. Hart>lby the full court press. and
In the second half, the Sav- old Bowers, Bob Mitchell, Rogwitllih a matter of two min- ages stayed in ·the game for
utes had cut the le'a d to four five minutes, but then Morley er Simsonson, . Joe Barrows,
points at 51-47. Then Daniel- began to hit his 40 foot set and Jerry Neyland.
The gymnasts will be enterson, heljled out by some fine shots to completely shatter the
taining
the University of Washfull court passes, hit two Eastern zone d-efense.
ington
at Cheney this Friday
straight buckets. as he was all
Dave Danielson once again in a revenge seeking meet.
alone under the Savage basket. paced the Savages in scoring
From then on the Savages and rebounding, as he picked The University matmen defeatwere able to control the ball up 20 points and 16 rebounds ed Eastern two weeks ago in
Seattle. The meet will begin at
to cling on to a final four point for the n_ight.
7:30 p. m. at the Cheney fieldvictory.
WHITWORTH (65)
Everything You ·Can Think of
house.
For the first time this seafg
ft
pf
tp
Morley
4
1-2
0
9
son, the Savages won the game Hagen
6
8-8
2 13
and lots More Besides
•
4'
•
•
from the foul lirie 'as they hit J a ckson
5
5-6
4 15
McGilkin
2
2-3
4
6
17-24, while the Pirates could Anderson
1
2-2
3
4
only collect 13-20.
McGuire
3
0-0
1
6
0
0-0
1
0
Dick, Hari.nan once -again vy:as Quall
Grover
1
0-0
0
0
· the star in the ball-hawking deTotals
21 13-20 17 65
partment, as he was credited Hartman EASTERN (59)
The EWC swimming team
3 8-9
2 14
for five inferceptions for the Hannan
took their worst loss of the
6
2-2
1 14
YOUR Fl'RS T AND LAST SHOPPING CENTER
8
3-6
3 19
night plus s·e veral deflections Danielson
season last Saturday afterSutphin
2
1-3
8
6
that were recovered by the Roberts
noon, as they were dumped by
1
3-3
1
6
Savages.
York
1
0-2
6
2
the
University of Puget Sound
0
0-0
0
0
On Saturday night, the Pir- Eftnies
'Splashers
by an impressive ·71.
Paterson
0
0-0
0
0
Totals
21 17-24 16 69
24 score.
Ta~ftime score: Whitwotrh 26, EastRon Jones of the Loggers
ern 25.
Officials : John Presley
and
Chet
was the individual star of the
Lewis.
afternoon as ~e captured the
Sutton Hall still holds a sub220 freestyl'e, the 440 freeWHITWORTH :IV (55)-Bob Huber '•
John Murio 15, John Crawford 8, Wenstantial lead in intramural bas- dell
style, and swam a leg on t~e <
Witt 7, Rod Hoover 7, Wayne
ketball with the s-eason nearly Nort,on 12. Jill\ Grady 2.
winning 400 freestyle relay.
EWCE JV (59)-Dave Han■ en 3, Bob
completed.
Graysan Hand picked up the
:Wyle3, Alex Wood■ 10, Joe Allen 11,
Sutton holds first place in Jerry • Ru11ell 5, Bob Frick 12, Bill Bay- only first of the afternoon for
15.
three of four division with iel■Half-time
Eastern as he won his specialscore : Whitworth 30, EastStudent Court leading the oth- ern 25.
ty, the 50 freestyle in the fine ·
EASTERN (64)
er division.
time
of 25.1. Jim Strom finishfg
ft
pf
tp
In individual scoring Sutton Hartman
ed a close second in this race
3
2-3
6
8
4
1-1
4
9
also head the pack with three Hannan
in 25.4. Hand also picked up a
Danielson
7
6-7
4 20
of the top five · scorers in the Sutphin
second
in the 100 free. Lanny
1
0-1
4
2
6
0-0
4 10
A league and three of the top -Roberts
Willman and Jim Mohatt were
Paterson
O
0-0
0
0
six in the B league.
the only other second place
Eilmes
1
0-1
1
2
O 0-0
O 0
Standings up till January 31 Nu gent
finishers for Eastern in the
York
3
0-0
4
6
were as follows:
220 freestyle and the 220 backMoore
3
1-1
0
'l
A League I
Totals
27 10-14 26 64
stroke respectively.
Team
Mike Leichner, competing
W L Hagen WHITWORTH (81)2-8 4 6
Sutton A-1
8
4-5
1 20
5 0 Morley
for the first time in the diving
Jackson
6
7-9
1 19
Longview 5
3 1 McLaug
event captured a third for Eashlin
2
1-2
0
6
Montanans
2 2 Anderson
tern, and according to coach
O 1-1
0
1
0
0-1
0
0
Garry A-1
1 3 Grover
Steve Stratton, is beginning to
Quall
0
7-9
l
7
Park-Ins
1 3 McGuire
show real promise for the fu6
7-9
2 19
W eiting
O
0-0
1
0
A League II ·
ture.
Koetje
0
0-1
0
0
Student Court
5 - 2 Huber
The swim team will have a
2
0-0
1
4
0
0-1
1
0
Monroe A
4 1 MurioTotals
long
rest before its next
26 29-40 12 81
Idahoans
3 2
meet, as it won't compete
Half-time-Whitworth 38, Eastern 29.
Sutton A-2
Officials- Bill Fou ts atid John Snell.
1 4
again
until February 18,
EASTERN JV (92) - Bill Bayless 6,
Hudson A-2
0 5 Alex
against
the
University of IdaWood 14, Joe Allen 41, Jerry RusB League I
sell 7, Bob Frick 12, Bob Wiley 6, Dave
ho
at
Moscow.
4.
Sutton B-1
5 0 Hansen
WHIT,W ORTH JV (81) - Bob Hoover
Old Crows
4 1 14, Wendell Witt 8, John Crawford 10, Psych Class
Huber 24, John Murio 10, Wayne
Hudson B-1
2 2 Bob
Norton 15.
Student Court
1 3
Half.tlm&-Whitworth 29, Eastern 26:
Notice to the students maSutton B-3
1 3 regulation- Whitworth 73, Eastern 7S. joring in Psychology: Social
B League II
Psychology will be offered
'
Sutton B-2
4 O
spring quarter at 9:00. This is
~ATRONIZE YOUR
Commuters
3 1
not presently included in the
Hudson B-Z
2 2
• ADVERTISERS
schedule of classes for spring
Garry B
1 3
quarter.
Sutton B-4
O 4
when that great ship went down and the
The top five scorers in both
last thing to leave the sinking ship was
leagues are as follows:
A League
a bottle of Coca-Cola. That's because all
Smith, Sutton A-1. 23.4
Monosmith, Sutton A-1, 22.5
hands stuck to Coke to the end. Now there's
Grambo, Longview, 5,22.0
Tailoring Dry Cleaning Laundry
popularity! That's the kind of loyalty
Amu:Qdson, Sutton A-2, 21. 7
ROTC UNIF=ORMS CLEANED
Rustad, Garry A, 21.0
the sparkling lift, the good taste of Coke
B League
$1.00
engenders. Man the lifeboats, have a Coke!
Morrison, Sutton B-2, 24. 7
Liberty, Hudson B-2, 22.7
BE REALLY· REFRESHED
Dotson, Hudson B-2, 20.0
Hilty, Sqtton B-2, 19.0
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by
Stohs, Commuters. 17 .8
Arledge, Sutton B-3. 17.8.
Pacific Coca-Cola Bottling Co.

S·\Vimmers
Take Lo"Ss

Cheney De:pt. Store
1

lntramurals

w.

I
I

Quality First

Maddux Cleaners

ltwas sad .. ~

~;,;r~~~~·:<,:1,jf .,"f.l
,. :~, '

. , r'

'~,~

,,, -, ,, .

Zags Mix
Hockey Cake

·k ..}".\ ,,,:.

,,,.Y,>'~~<ltl .,:~.·
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Ad. Fair Held
In Davenport

Girls from the h<;>rne manWhen making a cake, it is agement house served Russian
All students are welcome to
essential' that the right ingred- tea and assorted cookies for
examine
the exhibits of the
ients be properly used. This the Ellen H. Richards Club's
Advertising
Fair in the Davsame general rule provided tea on January 26.
enport
Hotel
Feb. 10 and 11. A
·.
the formula for the Gonzaga
During the tea a short busi- special Educational Seminar
University Hockey team.
ness meeting was held, headed for Advertising, Business and
The first ingredient, inter- by
Delores McNeice, president.
Art students will
est, was supplied last year by Plans of a cake walk for the Commercial
be
held
at
10
m. There will
a group of Canadians on the booth at the carnival were dis- be a nominal a.registration
fee
GU campus. These students, cussed.
of
25 cents and coffee will be
along with some interested
Blue and purple is the
Mr. Harold Anderson
American students, got to- new color scheme for the front served.
W. W. P. C. will preside.
gether and organized both the room of the home manageStudents enrolled in Adverhockey club and the hockey ment house. The girls approv- tising
and Business 305 are
team.
ed of the new furniture and re- urged to attend the Seminar
The hockey . club provided decorations.
if possible.
the second essential ingredient
-support. Members of the
Hockey Club aren't necessarily hockey players, but they
Fire Trucks rushed to the scene last Friday when it appeared are interested in the sport
as though Garry Hall might go up in flames, taking along Hud- These people supply publicity,
son also. The fire, however, was soon exting1.:1,ished causing little ticket sales and interest, as
well as keepipg the team's
more than smoke damage.
·
general organization running
,,
I
smoothly.
THERE IS
Last year the team and club
Hawaii· Awaits You
made tremendous gains in orNO FINER
Summer
Session
at
the
ganization
and support. They
(continued from page 2)
world-famous University of are now partially financed by
AMOND RING
school, and Gus ~chlater are Hawaii will convene June 27 the Gonzaga Student Council
through
August
6,
1961,
at
the
and
have
acquired
the
volunboth pilots with time in T133, beautiful Manoa campus in
teer services of a student psyF-89 and· F-86 type aircraft.
Honolulu, Hawaii. Dr. Robert ~hology major as a coach.
Dick Rogers, Duncan MacOon- E. Craille, dire,ctor. of the uni- ,
A coach for six years and a
nell and I are radar observers versity study tours to Hawaii. radio broadcaster for seven
, \•\•'o'-/Jc'
in the F-89.
made the announcement last years, Bill McLaughlin gained
a..r..,
Although not -the fastest week.
most of his hockey experience
plane in the Air Force. ihe FAir and steamship accommo- in Trail, Bi;itish Columbia. Mc'
89 is still being used in many dations to handle the hundreds Laughlin expressed the belief
air force and air guard instal- of mainlanµ students and that hockey at GU is not aclations as first-line intercep- teachers journeying to the ls- tually a true school sport, but
tors. At Geiger, the fore-men- land for a wonderful summer rather, it serves the purpose of
tioned officers and others of study and fun, have been supplying a recreational outlet
CHENEY, WASH.
from the Guard unit serve on set by all the major compan- for many students.
day alert duty in this type of ies concerned. Reservations for
An arrangem·e nt with the '
aircraft.
travel and enrollment for the Spokane Coliseum provides
So, Hordemann is not the summer session program are, pra~tice sessions and regularly
"fastest man on the campus." he advised. now bei'ng accept- scheduled games. The present
But I concede the fact that he ed.
60-61 schedule will comprise
is "the fastest man on wheels."
a bout 12 games and McLaughLow Cost Vacation
(Signed)
Special rates for the 6 week lin exp·e cts as. many as 20
Charles E. Plumb
(54 day) Summer Session Pro- games to be played µext year.
gram begin as low as $555.00. Some of the opponents of this
To the Editor:
R o u n d t r i p transportation season include •teams from
...
It seems to me that our col- across the Pacific, leaving British Columbia and a numlege is a place of learning not from U. S. gateway cities, air- ber of school teams from the
only for myself, but for others. conditioned Waikiki Beach ac- state or Montana. ~
Recently I have had a couple commodations, plus a full
Building upon two essential
of books disappear from the schedule of 22 planned activi- ingredients, interest and -suptables of L. A. Hall, and I'm ties are included in the price. port, Gonzaga University now
quite certain that I am not the Off-campus activities include has a successful, well organonly person on campus that is dinner dances, Island sight- ized hockey club and team.
Ed Note: McKey Cannon, an
a victim of this circumstance. seeing trips, beach parties, and
By some means or another cer- field trips.
EWCE student, is the goal tentain p·e rsons have discovered
Complete information, in- der for the GU Hockey Team.
that it is easier to steal a book cluding application forms and What's the matter with the
- - - Reddy'~ "powerfully" pleased to be your. ~an Frithan to buy one.
illustrated bulletins, are avail- other EWCE students? Nobody
-c=f\"-I
day. For the smallest ele~tric -shaver to the lc;argest
It seems U\at these incidents able by writing to Dr. Cralle on the Eastern campus likes to
• "'.~
freezer the WWP brings you electricity at one of the
loweat rates in the nation. ·Just c~unt the many househave occurred before. The sad at 3305 Wilshire Boulevard, play hockey?
hold conveniences ma.de possible by your "Reddy"
thing about it is that there isn't Los Angeles 5. California.
servant.
Cheer£ ul looks make ·every
too much that can oe done
Rank and riches are chains dish a feast, and that it is
about it.
Signed:
of gold, but still chains.- which crowns a welcome.Vic Maykowskyi
Ruffini
Massinger
•, .·

'tiett}Plftt

Sounding Board

......

Smith Jewelers

. OUR MODE·RN

MAN "FRIDAY"

}lt~:,,

WASHINGTON WATER POWE~ CO.

.Have areal cigarette-have a CAM EL

Mrs: McDonald's
Hea~ Shape .Box Candy
39c-$3.90
Hi-Brow Valentines
for "Low Brows"

I

,C heney DrugI

Warren H. Westerrn'i9n
"Next to the Free Press"

Discounts

Discounts
for

(·S tudents and Faculty
at

,;;:'\)
..•.

Joe's Phillip ." 66''

:~
,{

·/J
•·-:;

Cheney Newsstand
.'.:

•

Late Evening Snacks
•

'

School Supplies
•

~-

FIim Developing -

Fastest in Cheney

From Comics to Classics
Tobacco -

Toiletries

11::1~""'....,,t.,.......

The best

tobacco makes the b~st smoke!
n . J.

Reynolds Tollacco Comonny, Wlnslon -Snlcm, N. C.
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Spotli,!ht: World
By Edd Stollery, News Editor
Around the world in 80:
Santa Maria (captured by Portuguese rebel Capt. Henrique
Galvao last week) docks in Recife, Bariil; passengers happy,
Brazilian marines apprehensive, Galvao undecided as to departure.
Castro unloads 120 thorns in his side: kicks out 120 judges
that wanted to give "too · much money" to the private landowners back when the Castro regim·e split the land among the
peasants.
Walker, Dr. Barbara Moore, better stick to walking; as a
drvier, she's " careless," according to a London suburban traffic
court.
Visitors
J. F. Kennedy will meet with Britain's MacMillan, week of
April 2. Other visitors slated during the next few months:
·
Viggo Kampman, prime minister of Denmark, this
weekend.
·
Robert Menzies, prime minister of Australia, later
this month.
USSR wants "new road" for Congo-tells UN (albeit politely)
'hurry up.'
'
Ed note: recent articles in various magazines have all said,
in essence that the only policy the Russian leaders understand
is the "Get tough and stay tough" type. By this they mean that
once we try to appease the Reds. we weaken our own stands.
These authors indicated that we should not give one inch to
Russia, but should be ,:>repared to stand up to them. This editor invites your comment, addressed to this paper.

Placen,ent .
Notices
C. V. Cremer. assistant supervisor of personnel. Portland
Public Schools, Portland, Oregon, will be on campus this
Friday, February 10 at 9 a. m.
to interview candidates interested im the Portland schools.
Portland has vacancies on
the elementary level, high
school English, social studies
and English, math, physical
science, girls' physical educa- ·
tion, foreign language and industrial arts (electric). They
also have special education
opening~.
Patrick M. Carley, underwriter, Connecticut Mutual
Life Insurance, will be on campus Monday, February 15' at 1
p. m. for the purpose of interviewing candidates who are interested in the MLICo state
audit training program and
business insurance.
W. B. Gilbert, superintendent of schools, Oak Harbor,
Washington, wiU be interviewing on campus February 15 at
9 a. m. He has vacancies on
the elementary level, English,
Latin, science. math and a junior high core.
Interviews for prospective
teacher candidates will be given by William E. Dolph, assistant superintendent, W·e stminster School District, Westminster, California on Wednesday,
February 15 at 9 a. m. They
have vacancies on the elementary and junior high level.
William Conrardy, Regional
Manager, with the United
States General Accounting Office, will be on campus Wednesday, February 15 at 9 a. m.
to interview people interested
in accounting positions.
John L. Hovey, Superintendent of schools, Sedro-Woolley,
will be on campus Wednesday,
February 15 at 9 a. m. to interview teacher candidates. They
have vacancies on the elementary level, junior high and senior high, plus some special
education.
Interviews will be given on
campus Tuesday, February 14
at 9 a. m. by Robert L. Chisholm,
superintendent
of
schools, Richland, Washington.
Vacancies exist on the elementary level, junior high langu:
age arts and social studies. industrial arts, math, music and
art. On the senior high level,
there are vacancies in English
and French. They also have
special education vacancies.
Sally Helmer, representative from the Longview Public
Schools, Longview, Washington, will be on campus for the
purpose of interviewing prospective teacher candidates on
Tuesday, February 14 at 9 a.
m. They have vacancies on the

elementary and junior high
level.
Anyone who is interested
in any interviews published in
the paper should make appointments at the Placement
Office.
No manners are fin.er than
even the most awkward manifestations of good will -to
others.

AWS Loans

Cold War Is Topic
Of Koffee Chat

Hospital Students
May Get Credit

Koffee Korner's subject for
discussion for Tuesday, Feb.
14, is one that should not be
missed by anyone with an interest in current affairs. The
subject, "Soviet Challenge And
World Leadership," will deal
with the cold war and our relationships with Russia.
The recent inauguration,
and President Kennedy's views
on this problem, will be
brought into focus . Unli}{e the
newspapers and radio, the Koff ee Korner will give you a
chance to participate and air
your views while increasing
your knowledge of the world
today.

Eastern Washington's Psychology and Sociology departments are arranging with Dr.
Edwin P. Peterson, clinical director of Eastern State hospital, for the possibility of students employed at Eastern
State, hospital• receiving college credit for special learning
experiences provided by the
hospital.

This year, AWS has a 50 dollar loan fund available to EWC
women students. Since October
15 loans have been granted.
If you need extra money this
year-on your signature-be
sure to employ this means.
They think too little who
talk too much.-Dryden

Each student would need to
complete a special project
which would be supervised by
one of Dr. Peterson's staff and
a member from the Psychology
or Sociology department here
at Ea13tern.
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Here's one filter cigarette that's really different!
--T he difference is this: Tareyton's Dual Filter gives you a
unique inner ,filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely prov~d to
make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with
a pure white outer filter-to balance the flavor elements in the smoke.
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ACTIVATED CHARCOAL inner filter

Tareyton delivers-and y_ou enjoy-the beat tmte of the best tobacc0&.
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Pure white outer filter
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